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From the editor...
David Taylor

A

s I write this, the United Kingdom is
inching towards a �inal easing of
lockdown restrictions (though whether
restrictions will be lifted is still
undecided). In this issue, OWPG members
Tony Howard and Paddy both look
optimistically to future. As does Stan
Abbott, who has some news about this
year’s Big Weekend, as well as an
important change that’s coming soon…
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The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association of media professionals
working largely or entirely on outdoor subjects. Our members cover every �ield of activity and all
corners of the globe. They include writers, journalists, �ilm makers, photographers, publishers and
editors, all with a passionate interest in the outdoors. For more information visit www.owpg.org.uk.
All images and text copyright the authors. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material
without express and written permission is strictly prohibited.
Cover Grey Mare's Tail waterfall, Kinlochleven, Scottish Highlands
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OWPG BIG WEEKEND
8-11 October 2021

B

ooking is now open for members wishing to
attend the Guild’s Big Weekend and AGM at
Malham, in the Yorkshire Dales, from Friday 8
October to Monday 11 October.
Our venue is the Field Studies Council’s Malham
Tarn centre (pictured above), which is superbly
positioned overlooking Malham Tarn nature reserve, in
the heart of the Yorkshire Dales limestone country and
close to the dramatic faultline features of Malham Cove
and Gordale Scar.
For those wishing to arrive by train, it’s seven miles
from Settle station on the celebrated Leeds-SettleCarlisle route and we hope to offer collection and dropoff from either there, or nearby Giggleswick (on the
Lancaster line).
Accommodation is in twin to seven-bed (same sex)
rooms, with some sole occupancy available for a small
surcharge. Rates are inclusive of all meals and are
expected to be £47 per person per night for three
nights, £50 per night for two nights and £60 for one
night only.
Besides the Guild’s annual Awards ceremony and
annual dinner on the Saturday evening, our AGM will
also take place at 4pm on the Saturday.
Planned activities include an all-day walk, taking in
limestone pavement, Malham Cove and the Buck Inn,
at Malham village.
Stan Abbott will draw from research for his new
book, Walking the Line, to lead a walk from the SettleCarlisle Railway, in nearby Dentdale.
Other activities will include the chance to try caving
and a narrative non-�iction workshop.

For the latest news and to download your booking
form, visit the Big Weekend page on our website at
www.owpg.org.uk/2021-big-weekend-malham
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LOOKING FORWARDS

Guild Chair-elect Stan Abbott shares philosophical thoughts about our future…

M

any years ago – before even the days
Maslow, the eminent post-War American
of COVID – I was instructed by
psychologist, whose Hierarchy of Needs
OWPG President Roly Smith that it
model endures today. Essentially, once we’ve
was high time I join the Guild.
secured our physical needs of food, water,
Given that Roly was, in a very loose kind
shelter and warmth, we can go on to strive
of way, my employer at the time (I was
for safety, employment and assets.
editing National Parks Today and Roly was
Then, crucially, we begin to feel an urge
on the editorial board), I thought this might
to belong: to family or a group of friends or
not be such a bad idea. I duly joined, won an
like-minded individuals. Which is where the
award and went on to organise a Guild
Guild comes in: Wordsworth might have
media trip to Svalbard, which – along with a
spent his entire life wandering lonely as a
subsequent visit to this dramatic Arctic land
cloud had he not mucked in with fellow Lake
of ice and mountains – remains one of the
Poets, bouncing ideas of each other and
true highlights of a lifetime visiting remote
perhaps (well, Coleridge at any rate) sharing
islands.
the odd hallucinogen.
Back in those days I also enjoyed, via the
The Impressionists initially faced
Guild, a highly educative stay at Mar Lodge,
ridicule for the economical style of their
near Braemar, and have over
innovative work but, with each other’s
subsequent years had the pleasure of
support, proved they were right on the
…. the OWPG has
sharing my beloved Faroe Islands with
Monet.
many Guild members.
The Bloomsbury Group inspired
demonstrated these
That said, for most of my career, I’ve
intellectual thought that, through the
past months that it
been no more than a fairly passive
likes of Virginia Woolf and Maynard
Guild member – something which only
Keynes, went on to profoundly shape
really can have value,
began to change when Dennis Kelsall
so many facets of society today.
organised a superb AGM weekend on
To cut to the chase, professional
most especially at a
Jersey.
groupings help us to achieve the fourth
time when members
I have, since then, found myself
tier in Maslow’s hierarchy: self-worth,
gradually lured into the mechanics of
may struggle to realise accomplishment and con�idence. And
actually running the Guild, having
perhaps even to arrive at the very
their self-worth
organised two Big Weekends, as I
pinnacle that is Inner Ful�ilment.
rebranded our headline annual event,
Paradoxically, for those of us who
and a third that fell victim to COVID.
have participated in the regular OWPG
So now I �ind myself having agreed to
Zooms and Blether Sessions, the OWPG has
rise in October to the onerous challenge of
demonstrated these past months that it
�illing the shoes of our excellent and highly
really can have value, most especially at a
respected Chair, Peter Gillman.
time when members may struggle to realise
It is perhaps inevitable that I should now
their self-worth as outlets for their work
ask myself the existential question: Why?
vanish like frost in May.
Why indeed, at a time when more writing,
These online sessions have introduced
more travel, more gardening and more
Guild members of both long and relatively
home improvement are queueing up to �ill
short standing to one another and I for one
my so-called retirement years, am I happy to
feel I know more about the work of
take on new Guild responsibilities?
colleagues than ever.
Responsibilities geared towards delivering a
Good ideas have emerged from such as
secure and rewarding future for an
Jon Sparks’s Blether session on how we can
organisation whose members are �inding
build on the Zoom buzz to add value to
their lifeblood progressively vamped away
everyone’s Guild membership. Things you
in a changing economic and creative world.
can do now to advance this cause include:
To answer that, I’m going cite Abraham
4
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Stan �inds a potential new member

near Grange-over-Sands, and so we’ll now
be enjoying this venue for Big Weekend
2022, with activities including the
Morecambe Bay cycle route, Windermere
cruise and Bronze Age discovery (me
again!).
Add the Guild’s social media handles to
To conclude my perhaps slightly esoteric
your own work social media
ramblings, I must invoke a description of the
Guild’s place in the world that has been
Facebook www.facebook.com/
levelled by some members: that we now
OutdoorWritersandPhotographersGuild
face an existential crisis. Yes, that word
again. Put bluntly, our committee of tireless
Twitter @owpg
volunteers is in need of new blood, not least
in the key positions of Secretary, Meetings
Instagram add the OWPG hashtag to
Secretary and an apprentice to the Big
your posts: #owpg
Weekend Organiser. Peter and Leni Gillman
have eased the Guild through tricky waters
Things that I am now doing to try and
by successfully juggling the secretarial
extend our reach include thinking hard
demands between them and are
I’m very much hoping
about all the people I know who write
exploring how best to divide the
about, photograph, blog about or
various tasks and responsibilities so as
that a year of near
provide information on the great
to make life as easy as possible for
outdoors. Are they OWPG members? If
captivity will translate successors.
not, can I persuade them to join?
My personal view is that, by drawing
One potential route into the Guild
more
members onto a broader
into bumper demand
for would-be members could be via
committee of volunteers, we can create
to attend this
informal local networks and I’m setting
a collective from which new candidates
about organising a day’s walking for
for such roles may emerge. But I am
Autumn’s Big Weekend also a realist and know that ultimately
members across the ‘wider North of
England’. This is an idea we can
time may not be on our side.
formalise by grouping our members into
So this is a direct appeal to you all – if
regions; where there are ‘clusters’, there may
you value your Guild, then:
opportunities lie.
Please do �ind the time to become more
I’m very much hoping that a year of near
involved in its running; and
captivity will translate into bumper demand
to attend this Autumn’s Big Weekend, details
Do encourage fellow professionals you
of which you’ll �ind in the panel on this page,
come across who work in your �ield to
and on the website, where you can
join up and share the bene�its of
download your booking form.
membership of our mutually supportive
Our venue from 8-11October, is the Field
band.
Studies Council’s centre at Malham Tarn, in
the Yorkshire Dales. Planned activities
Jean-Paul Sartre, who knew a thing or two
include a limestone discovery walk,
about Existentialism, said that – in a world
narrative non-�iction tutorial, caving visit,
in which humans were without prede�ined
and my own guided walk from the
purpose – the onus for de�ining ourselves
celebrated Settle & Carlisle Railway.
must fall squarely upon our individual
COVID regulations last Autumn meant I
shoulders.
had to come up with a Plan B, which was
So, let us strengthen our de�inition of
also ultimately cancelled. This was to stage
ourselves by drawing from the strength of
the Big Weekend at the larger FSC centre,
our group – while also giving back to it.

*

Add the OWPG logo to your email
signature (a ‘friendly’downloadable
version of the logo is being prepared as
a I write)

*
*

*
*

*
*
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Looking West down the Hispar Glacier, from the crevassed slope just below the Hispar La. Further down, our route mostly followed the right edge of the glacier.

BLESSINGS IN DISGUISE
Jon Sparks finds his best laid plans going awry…

T

hirty years on, I still remember the horrendous crunching
sound emanating from my zoom lens. Shooting from the back
of a jeep that was kicking up clouds of dust might not have been
the best idea... Not only did it suddenly sound like a moribund
pepper-mill, it had lost the ability to focus further than about a
metre.
This is not ideal when you're about to embark on a trek
through some of the grandest mountains on Earth. It's even worse
when you've built it up in your mind to be the launchpad of your
career as an outdoor professional.
Telling myself I could still use it as a macro lens did little to
ease my distress. And we were already a long way from the
nearest camera shop. I doubt there was a Contax dealer nearer
than Rawalpindi/Islamabad, already a jeep-ride, plus twenty-four
hours on the Karakoram Highway, behind us.
Nothing to do but suck it up, and take stock of what I had left. It
didn't take long: two camera bodies, a 24mm lens, a 50mm lens,
and a 2x teleconverter. Oh, and the grand total of twenty-�ive rolls
of Fuji Velvia to last the next �ive weeks, in which we planned to
ascend the Biafo Glacier to Snow Lake, cross the Hispar La and
descend the Hispar Glacier. In which we hoped, too, to climb one
or two 'trekking peaks' (under 6000 metres).
Twenty-�ive times thirty-six is 900. Averaged over forty days
in-country that's 22.5 per day. Given that I saw my future as
'outdoor photographer' rather than 'travel photographer', it made
sense to prioritise the actual trek and approach to the mountains,
but I still had to reckon on shooting no more than thirty frames on
a typical day. That's an average of less than two per hour, if you
include time in camp as well as the actual hours of trekking.
I hadn't reckoned on how dif�icult the second phase of the trek
would be, and I got nowhere near thirty or even twenty shots on
some days, but that's for later.

Best-laid plans
The need to ration my shooting wasn't news to me; I couldn't
afford more than twenty-fove rolls and would have struggled to
6
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The actual map we used on the Hispar.

carry more anyway. I could only dream of being a National
Geographic photographer, with apparently limitless �ilm to play
with and, presumably, a dedicated porter to carry it. I'd have done
better to console myself with thoughts of pioneers like the
Abraham Brothers or Vittorio Sella and their cumbersome plate
cameras; to them thirty shots in one day was surely undreamed-of
pro�ligacy.
Still, I'd known all along that twenty-�ive rolls was my lot. Of
course it was sometimes dif�icult to walk past a good shot, hoping
but not knowing that there might be a better one round the next
corner, but that was how it had to be.
Losing my zoom lens was different, because I hadn't
anticipated it. It was long after before I began to see that there
might have been a silver lining. The message really sank in
subsequent trips, when I lumbered myself with three times as
much gear, but didn’t get three times better pictures. Maybe, I
began to think, less is more.
One plus was that, with such a small small selection of gear, it
could all be instantly accessible, allowing me to react fast, whether
to changing light or to other opportunities, like a line of porters
forming a particular pattern.
I had just three lens options: 24, 50, or 100mm. As such, I
usually knew straight away which lens to use—and as time went
on I found I was ‘seeing’ more and more shots before looking
through the view�inder. I was at least beginning to 'visualise', a
skill of which Ansel Adams wrote eloquently. Maybe I had
something of an 'eye' before, but the hard lessons of the
Karakoram certainly helped develop it.
Hindsight is a wonderful thing; with long-range hindsight I can
now see that my ‘disaster’ wasn’t really disastrous at all.
Ultimately, it did me more good than harm. The lessons about the
subtler bene�its of travelling light might have taken a while to sink
in, but they've stayed with me.
I might have been 'travelling light' in terms of camera gear, but
not overall. A tight budget meant that we had porter support for
the walk-in to Snow Lake, but not for the onward journey over the
outdoor focus / summer 2021
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Pat Cossey crossing the bridge over the Hispar River, just below Hispar village.

Hispar La (5150m) and down the Hispar Glacier. Our designs on
those trekking peaks soon began to look over-ambitious. In the
end two members of the team attempted one peak but withdrew
when the weather turned. For the rest of us, the dif�iculties of the
walk-out were exacerbated because we were burdened with
climbing gear we'd never used. I weighed my sack when we got
home, and it totalled over 30kg – without the week's food I'd
begun the walk-out with.
That journey down the Hispar Glacier was, and remains, as
tough as anything I've done. Sometimes I barely had the energy to
look around for possible shots; some days the shot-count was
barely in double �igures. What's possibly surprising is how many
of those were 'keepers'.
There's much more to this story – ask me about the exploding
Pot Noodles some time – but I need to move on.

Epilogue
I arrived home browner, thinner, and anticipating a restful few
weeks stuf�ing my face and sorting hundreds of slides. It didn't
quite work out that way.
Before I left I'd been exploring various other avenues for
marketing my photography. While I was away my parents followed
up a couple of these leads on my behalf and when I got back I
discovered that they'd committed me to an exhibition at
Lancaster's Ashton Memorial, which was about to open as a
tourist attraction after major refurbishment. And I had barely four
weeks to prepare...
It happened, though I and several other family members were
still �inalising the framing a couple of hours before opening. And
that exhibition, not the trek by which I'd set so much store, was
the real springboard for my professional career. Among other
things, it opened a connection with Lancaster Tourism which was,
PS
I like to think, fruitful for both sides for quite a few years.
In the interests
And it was one job for Lancaster Tourism which introduced
disclosure, I shouof full
ld just
me to the OWG (as it was then). They commissioned me to
add that a wee
photograph OWPG members on a press trip centred on a
the trek, sick of k or so in to
ca
Cross-Bay Walk in Morecambe Bay. In the end, that walk of just
dead-weight, I thrrying the
a few miles proved far more signi�icant for my career than the
defunct zoom le rew the
ns
four weeks of the Biafo-Hispar trek.
crevasse. Its com down a
The best-laid plans, eh?
parts are probabponent
somewhere undely still
r th
Biafo Glacier. e
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the man with the world’s best job

Let there be light wishes Kev Reynolds

I

recently spent thirteen days in hospital. It was okay,
most of the time. It was winter. Lockdown still had a
few more weeks to run, I had no deadlines to meet, and
could relax with three meals a day brought to my bed, no
washing up afterwards, and a harem of nurses to make a
fuss of me.
It was during a period when much of the hospital was
full of Covid patients, so those of us who were Covid-free
were sectioned off into temporary ‘make-do wards’
separated by long blue curtains that remained closed for
most of the day. No visitors were allowed, so some of my
fellow patients spent most of their time having long
discussions on Zoom with their family. You could hear
every word, whether you wanted to or not.
I didn’t need that. Being a dreamer all my life I was
content to trawl
through sixtyodd years of
adventures
without running
short of breath.
The minutes,
hours and days drifted by, interrupted only by someone
taking blood, changing an intravenous drip or checking
my temperature, weight or blood pressure. Apart from a
visit from my wife and family, the only thing I craved was a
glimpse of the sky…
There was no sky. There were no clouds, no trees, no
grass. There were no windows that I could gain access to,
and I became so starved of real light that I even tried to
bribe a porter to push me in a wheelchair round the car
park. I was that desperate to be Out There, for being
denied even a hint of Nature’s healing was hard to take.
But once I was set free I saw the sky in a new light, and
spent hours simply gazing out the window, celebrating
rain clouds as well as sunshine, absorbing once more the
�lowers in the garden, squirrels in the trees, and the
starlings that gather on the telegraph wires. Early
one morning I heard the �irst dawn chorus of spring.
It’s been said that this Covid year has
reawakened an appreciation of the world around us.
With little traf�ic and practically no aircraft, there’s
been an awareness of birdsong and the gift of peace.
When lockdown was eased, more and more people
discovered the joy of walking, as they made discoveries of
the countryside they’d never previously given a moment’s
thought to. We’d grown used to seeing Nature �ilms on the
tele. Most of their subjects would be about exotic species
in some far-off land. But they taught us what can be
gained by being observant, and that the elephant on the
plains of Africa is no more exciting to study than the
butter�lies that gather nectar in our gardens at home.
Those of us who’ve made a living from writing about
the great Out There, will have a mass of memories to draw
out of the well we carry inside us. All those adventures,
those moments when we’ve held our breath and tried to
capture something exciting on �ilm, or in words that we
then try to pass on to our readers. We are the lucky ones.
We can live the moment, not once but twice or however

many times we care to delve into the well of memory and
sup it afresh. At least, that’s how it was for me, stuck in the
hospital ward without a glimpse of the sky.
The reality of today is different. After a lifetime of
having my �ill of fresh air and exercise in far-off places, my
world’s been reduced to twelve paces by ten.
The house was new-build when we came here. Well,
seven years old it was then; one of a group of lookalike
properties spilling out of a close that once covered a
Honda dealership with parking spaces behind locked
gates. Despite the builders’ poor efforts to cover some of
the rubble they’d unearthed, very little was growing when
we moved in. It was a sterile environment, but at least we
had a patch of grass out front and a tiny garden out back,
measuring twelve paces by ten and hidden from the view
of our neighbours by a two-metre fence.
There are no mountains on show. There are
no mountains for several hundred kilometres.
But between nearby houses (older than
ours), despite the willow and ash trees now
in leaf, I can see a section of hill some four
kilometres away. And I can dream.
My wife has created a garden. She planted an
ornamental maple in the corner rather than one of the
local species which would soon steal the light from the
people next door. She planted low-growing shrubs too,
and a rich variety of �lowers in a bed she developed down
one side of our so-called lawn.
I’ve spent most of my working life among mountains,
gazing on views that stretch for ever. I’ve had long and
deliriously happy days with nothing man-made in sight.
I’ve slept beneath a duvet of stars in a land still moulded
by Genesis, and woken above a sea of cloud.
Today, buses pass my door.
But I have no word of complaint, because I’ve realised
that the world ‘out there’ with all its rich diversity, is also
‘just out there’ the other side of my window. And 400
metres away
around the
corner there are
woods and
meadows and
modest little
streams that cut
trenches through the land. There’s wildlife in abundance,
and �lowering plants to bring tears to my eyes; the song of
birds at dawn and dusk; the soft tread of fox and badger
and several varieties of deer. There aren’t many birds in
our garden yet. But when a blackbird does come down,
bounces across the lawn, then cocks his head before
pouncing on a worm, I gain a thrill no words can describe.
A few days ago I watched a long-tailed tit collecting
insects from the stems of the maple; and at the tail end of
summer I shall lie on my back on the grass watching
squadrons of swifts cavorting overhead, excited with the
prospect of �lying south. Their excitement is always
contagious.
There’s another world out there. It’s time to go
exploring again.

With little traffic and practically
no aircraft, there’s been an
awareness of birdsong…

I shall lie on my back on the
grass watching squadrons of
swifts overhead…
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Fiona Barltrop
The ‘iconic’ view of the Seven Sisters chalk cliffs with the Coastguard Cottages in the foreground will be
familiar to all. But it’s a favourite view of mine (albeit without the cottages) not simply because of its
beauty and certainly not its fame, but rather because it’s one I know best of all, since I walk these cliffs so
regularly.
The view is at its best late in the longer days of the year when the angle of the evening sun de�ines the
detail of the cliff faces. No two days are ever the same here, depending on the tide and state of the sea, and
this scene changes accordingly. Appreciation is heightened by earning it through physical exertion, of
course, and this view is all the more rewarding for me enjoyed towards the end of the ever-revitalising cliff
walk from Eastbourne to Seaford via Beachy Head and the Seven Sisters.
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Simon Whaley / www.simonwhaley.co.uk
Ragleth Hill is my local hill and, in my opinion, has better views than
any other around Shropshire’s Church Stretton. Tourists head up the
Long Mynd. Rugged hill-seekers conquer Caer Caradoc. The locals
climb Ragleth.
This view, from Ragleth’s northern end, is my favourite. On the right,
it encapsulates the brawny bulk of Caer Caradoc and the cosy wooded
charm of Helmeth Hill. While on the left, the gently sloping Long Mynd
tapers towards the Shropshire/Cheshire Plain.
On a summer’s evening, I share it with a few sheep and a choir of
skylarks. Heaven.
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Post-Covid Plans
Paddy Dillon and Tony Howard look to the future
Di Taylor and I escaped by a miracle at
the very last minute from our usual
spring trip to Jordan in March 2020,
unexpectedly forced to abandon a new
project that we were working on in the
south. We little knew that over a year
later we would still be here at home
tapping on our keyboards and feeling
incredibly lucky simply to be able to enjoy
local walks in our part of the Peak
District.
Meanwhile we still get calls from our
Bedouin friends, “Jordan no problem, why
you not come?”. But of course we can’t. Or
if we did, could we get back? Would the
hassle and a potential bill on our return of
£1500 for ten Covid hotel days be worth
it? Sadly, I think not.
But all is not lost. Our project is
coming together - at least on paper whilst
to our surprise we are even �inding new
walks on our home hills: some moors we
hadn’t crossed before, a steep ravine of
tangled oaks and rocky steps we had
never previously considered but which
turned out to be fun, even a small crag
with no recorded routes that has given us
some unexpected and enjoyable days.
Meanwhile we also had to abandon
plans for a road trip to Scandinavia for
walking and climbing as well as to visit
friends In Romsdal where I �irst went in
1962. Could we even get there overland,
we wondered with ever-changing Covid
regulations? Will travelling and camping
‘wild’ in our van as we always do, ever be
the same again? We live in hope. Maybe
late summer and autumn will bring better
times. Travel and mountain exploration
with our many friends in far away places
have been the essence of our lives since
our teenage years. Dare we dream…

If anyone wants me, I’m not available. I
had no intention of waiting to see how
people responded to the easing of
travel restrictions. As you read this, I’ll
be somewhere on the Wales Coast Path,
updating my popular guidebook to the
route. I expect I’ll be having a whale (or
Wales) of a time. I wanted to start as early
as possible, because I expect that as the
summer kicks into gear, more and more
people are going to be on the move, and I
de�initely want to avoid being anywhere
popular in July and August.
The only thing that will make me head
home is the offer of a second Covid-19
jab. The jab might be free, but it will cost
me to travel home and return to the coast
path.
I don’t expect the coast path itself will
be a problem, but there will always be a
big question mark hanging over the
availability of accommodation. The ‘rules’
allow me to use self-catering options until
the middle of May, then hotels and B&Bs
will start becoming available. The trouble
is, places are getting fully booked very
quickly, but there’s a trick I’ve used in the
past which should serve me well looking
forward. A lot of places are being booked
in haste, and it’s always the case that
bookings can get cancelled at the very
last minute, which is when I can step in
and secure them. When all else fails, my
really lightweight tent and sleeping bag
will serve me well. I always say that when
everything is full, there’s plenty of room
outdoors!

Paddy Dillon

www.paddydillon.co.uk

Tony Howard

www.nomadstravel.co.uk
Tony on Glittertind,
Jotunheim,
Norway

Llangrannog – 700km along the Wales Coast Path – which
is just halfway!
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Book Reviews / Roly Smith

David Bellamy’s Landscapes
through the Seasons
David Bellamy
Search Press £9.99 (pb)
Another beautifully detailed, howto-do-it guide to painting seasonal
landscapes by ace watercolourist
David Bellamy, long-time Guild
member and the artist of our annual
Golden Eagle award.
The difference between Bellamy
and most other watercolourists is
that the majority of his work is done
plein-air, so it’s not uncommon to
see real raindrops splattering his
pictures. While he explains that
working outdoors in the cold of
winter has never been universally
popular with artists (with the
possible exceptions of Claude
Monet, Camille Pissarro and Alfred
Sisley, perhaps his closest
inspiration), he believes that is the
season when there is normally a
greater variety of colour, and the
light gives the hardy artist more
opportunities for dramatic mood
and heightened accentuation. But
while Monet had to resort to
wearing three overcoats and gloves
while working in deep snow in the
harshest of winters, at least Bellamy
has the advantage of Gore Tex and
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more ef�icient, modern outdoor
protective clothing!
Bellamy’s mastery of capturing
those winter moods is certainly
proved in his latest offering, with
stunning images of mountain, lake
and moorland delicately and
expertly created with wash, brush,
spatter and stippling. I particularly
liked his depiction of the crags of
High Snockrigg above Buttermere in
the Lake District, and the fairy tale
towers of Alton Castle in
Staffordshire, looming over some of
the artist’s signature skeletal trees
in the foreground.
Bellamy’s position as one of the
premier landscape watercolourists
of his time is surely assured, and
this handsome volume will certainly
go some way towards enhancing his
already peerless reputation.

500 Walks with Writers,
Artists & Musicians
Ed. Kath Stathers
Frances Lincoln £20 (hb)
Although titled as a walking guide,
this handsome volume would surely
be much better categorised as a
travelogue, because the walk
descriptions provided are minimal,

and the mapping even more so. To
be fair, that’s probably all that might
be expected in a 400-page book
ambitiously attempting to describe
500 walks associated with writers,
artists and musicians throughout
the world.
Although handsomely designed
(apart from the intrusive abstract
patterns which are scattered across
and spoil the opening pictures in
each chapter), the coverage is very
uneven. There are 260 walks in
Europe and 131 in North and
Central America for example,
compared to only 42 in the whole of
Russia and Asia, and only 15 for
Australasia, including New Zealand
and Tahiti.
I found the choice of locations for
some of the walks also a little
arbitrary. You might expect to �ind
the LS Lowry walk around his home
territory of Salford, but it’s in
Berwick-on-Tweed, where he took
his holidays. The two Yosemite
walks are attributed to
photographer Ansel Adams and
landscape artist Albert Bierstadt,
rather than the man who surely its
literary and spiritual muse, John
Muir.
However, it’s good to see Dorothy,
rather than William, Wordsworth
associated with the Scafell Pike walk
(no map) as it was she who �irst
described it. Other female writers
are acknowledged with Nan
Shepherd in the Cairngorms and
Elizabeth Gaskell in central
Manchester.
But it is the totally inadequate
mapping really lets the book down.
The 4½ mile route through the Atlas
Mountains between the Djurdjura
campsite and the town of Tikja,
allegedly followed by composer
Gustav Holst on a restorative
holiday, is merely a squiggly line
between diagrammatic mountains.
Likewise, the 139 miles of the
Larapinta Trail, attributed to the
Aboriginal artist Albert Namatjira,
between Alice Springs and

Rwetyepme (Mount Sonder) in
Australia’s Northern Territory.
This is a book for browsing
armchair travellers only. Real
walkers intent on following any of
the suggested routes will require
much more.

Walk Ullswater & Patterdale
Bill Birkett
Bill Birkett Publishing £12.50 (pb)
This is the latest in the author’s
series of easy-to-use, spiral-bound
guidebooks to areas of his beloved
Lake District National Park. And the
subject this time – Ullswater and
Patterdale – is bound to �ind many
eager takers.
The three distinctive legs of
Ullswater – starting in the shadow
of the high fells of Helvellyn and
High Street, passing through the
peaceful middle section between
Dockray and Howtown, and ending
in the lush lowlands around Pooley
Bridge – is many people’s favourite.
No less an authority than William
Wordsworth in his 1810 Guide to
the Lakes described it as being: “…
perhaps, upon the whole, the
happiest combination of beauty and

grandeur which any of the Lakes
affords.”
In practical, no-nonsense,
directions, Birkett describes 20
walks which take in Dovedale,
Hartsop, Brothers Water, Grisedale,
Glenridding, Glencoyne, Pooley
Bridge, Howtown, Fusedale and
Martindale, in addition to the
Ullswater and Patterdale of the title.
He takes us to the hills with
horseshoe excursions to Helvellyn
(via Striding and Swirral Edges),
High Street (via the Hayeswater
Horseshoe) and Birkett Fell (no
relation) via the horseshoe formed
round Deepdale by Hart Crag,
Stybarrow Dodd, Watson Dodd and
Great Dodd.
If I have one criticism, it is that the
directions, concise and accurate as
they are, are no more than that, and
I’d like to have seen a little more in
the way of description and
interpretation of this fascinating
landscape. But perhaps that is the
job done by the author’s excellent
photographs. One of the best of
Place Fell in winter has a set of
footprints in the snow mysteriously
leading out into the lake from the
jetty at Glenridding – and
apparently not returning.
One other quibble (and
admittedly, it might have something
to do with the reviewer’s age)
distances and heights in the text are
all given in kilometres and metres,
yet the maps by Martin Bagness are
based on pre-1950 OS versions,
have heights and contours which
are all in feet.

I Belong Here: A Journey
along the Backbone of
England
Anita Sethi
Bloomsbury £16.99 (hb)
This is a bold, brave and important
book by a black woman’s solo
odyssey along parts of the Pennine
Way, which became a kind of

healing catharsis after an
horrendous, racially abusive
encounter she suffered on a transPennine train.
Actually, it’s more about a
woman of colour seeking and
finding her own identity and
spiritual home during the course
of the journey, and a cri de coeur
on behalf of all those who face
cruel and ignorant abuse from
white supremacists. I was
delighted to learn that the person
who abused the author on the train
was later arrested and convicted of
his heinous crime.
She says her journey is one of
“reclaiming both language and
landscape”, and she seizes on and
investigates topographical words
like “scar” and “force” to back up
her powerful and personal
arguments on race and identity.
But if you were hoping to learn
about a continuous journey along
the Pennine Way by a lone female,
then you will be disappointed. The
author takes a very selective walk,
only visiting the Hope Valley, Hull
Pot, Pen-y-Ghent, Malham Cove,
High Force and Hadrian’s Wall, en
route.
Continued
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Musical notes
David Taylor

Book Reviews Continued
And I was equally disappointed
that she acknowledges the
inspiration of the pre-war route of
that well-known misogynist Alfred
Wainwright in his Pennine Journey
of 1938, in which he castigates
married women who go out to work,
and those who refuse to have
children.

Walking Class Heroes
Roly Smith
Signal Books, £9.99 (pb)
(Reviewed by David Taylor)
There are some things in life that are
routinely taken for granted even
though they really shouldn’t be.
Britain’s public footpath and
bridleway network is a good
example, and, of course, one
particularly relevant to OWPG
members. And yet it isn’t too long
ago in the scheme of things that vast
areas of the British countryside were
closed to all but a few. Walking Class
Heroes by Roly Smith is a short but
very informative book about the
pioneers who campaigned, fought,
and occasionally wrote poetry for
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the right to roam freely across the
moors and through the forests of the
British Isles.
By far the most famous of these
pioneers are those who organised
and took part in the mass trespass
on Kinder Scout in 1932. However, as
Roly’s book points out, the �ight
began far earlier than this. Between
the 17th and early 20th century over
5,000 Enclosure Acts were passed.
These acts effectively passed 6.8
million acres of common land into
the hands of the British aristocracy
and wealthy farmers. Resistance
began when the right to walk ancient
footpaths was �irst contested.
Today, thanks to the Countryside
and Rights of Way Act of 2000, there
is greater freedom for wandering
hither and thither than there has
been for over 300 years. (Even more
so in Scotland since the enlightened
Land Reform Act of 2003.) However,
the work is not complete. There is a
looming threat of legislation that
would ‘criminalise unintentional
trespass’, for example, and, as Roly
points out, a mere one per cent of the
population own over half the land in
England. (This, as well as other
startling facts in the book about land
ownership in Britain, will quickly
cause blood to boil.) Roly puts
forward a persuasive case that
England and Wales should look to
Sweden and the concept of
‘Allemansrätten’, or ‘every man’s
rights’ (and presumably women’s
too). This idea - one not enshrined
in law - sensibly allows a wide range
of activities in the Swedish
countryside, but also demands that
people take a personal responsibility
in looking after the land.
There are 20 heroes in the book,
some long dead, though many are
happily still alive. A good number of
the heroes are known personally to
Roly and were interviewed for the
book. All deserve to be better known
for their work, something that
Working Class Heroes does a �ine job
in achieving.

An album of music is a wonderful
thing, but it’s far more fun to create
your own selection of personal
favourites. (Whether this is a mixtape or Spotify playlist will depend
on age or temperament.) This led
me to put together a (short) playlist
for photographers – with tongue
only partially in cheek…
All things must pass
George Harrison
This heartbreak of a song about the
�leeting nature of love and life may
seem a strange choice for a
photography playlist, but when
Harrison sings that ‘sunrise doesn’t
last all morning’ and ‘a cloudburst
doesn’t last all day’ who else can he
be addressing but a landscape
photographer? The art of landscape
photography is capturing those
�leeting moments when the
elements of a scene perfectly
combine to produce something
extraordinary. This can only be
achieved by learning to anticipate
the moods of the landscape, and
understanding the way that natural
light constantly changes. All things
must pass and photographers need
to make the most of the moment
before it inevitably slips away.
Cloudbusting
Kate Bush
Can there be anything more
frustrating than a �ine day turning
overcast and grey? What
photographer wouldn’t want a
machine to bust that cloud? And
yet, although cloud cover is
unsuitable for certain types of
landscape photography, for some
subjects it can be just what’s
needed. Woodland scenes in strong
sunlight can be a mess of highlights
and shadows, a range of tones often
outside the dynamic range of a
camera. It’s on overcast days that
woodland scenes – particularly
when autumn colours are at their
peak – are at their most photogenic.
The moral is that cloudy days aren’t
necessarily bad photography days,
it is all just a question of having the
imagination to see past the grey to
the subtle greens and reds beyond.

